Marker # 335
Surname(s): Johnson

Inscription Transcription and Photo(s):

Oriented West &
Across Top:

[I. N. Johnson]

West:

Died
Mar. 18, 1877
Aged
41 Y’s. & 3 M’s.

rear view of Marker 335

H. Wilson,
Pontiac.

Lat / Long: 42° 25' 43.85” N , 83° 29' 11.70” W
Marker # 335

Surname(s): Johnson

Condition of Inscription:
- □ Excellent (face)
- □ Clear but worn
- □ Mostly decipherable
- □ Mostly undecipherable (top)

Inscription Technique:
- □ Incised
- □ Relief
- □ Other (describe):

Inscription:
- # of individuals commemorated: 1
- # of carved surfaces: 2
- Stonecutter mark: yes

Stonecutter Information:
- Stonecutter's Name: H. Wilson
- City/State: Pontiac
- Location of Mark: right-hand corner of lowest base

Gravestone Design Features/Motifs: drapery with tassels

Material:
- □ Marble
- □ Limestone
- □ Zinc
- □ Granite
- □ Sandstone
- □ Other Stone/Material (describe)

Gravestone Dimensions:
- 1: 36”h x 20.25”w x 6.5”d
- 2: 12”h x 31”w x 12”d
- Total Height: 48”

Condition of Marker:
- □ Sound
- □ Weathered
- □ Vandalized
- □ Leaning in Ground
- □ Missing (base only)
- □ Mower Scars
- □ Stained / Discolored
- □ Cracked (bottom right corner of Section 1)
- □ Unattached to Base
- □ Repaired
- □ Loose (not in ground, but marks grave)
- □ Portions Missing (list):
- □ Broken—# of pieces:
- □ Overgrown (grass / groundcover)
- □ Biological (moss / lichen covered)
- □ Displaced (not marking grave)
- □ Buried
- □ Other (describe): Marker is sliding off its base (see rear photo).

Type of Marker / Monument: die on base

Type of Tombstone Arch: segmental

Previous Repairs: The bottom left corner of Section 1 has been repaired with cement.

Remarks / Comments: There is a small tree growing directly in front of this marker, possibly a black walnut.